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Abstract. A hollow cathode source is designed to generate multiple double layer (MDL) structures by the trapping
of charged particles in the absence of any auxiliary plasma source or magnetic field, while the glow discharge switches
between two distinctly different stable regimes. The generation and dynamics of localised and intensely luminous
MDL formations are experimentally investigated in low-frequency sheath oscillation inhibited glow discharge by
modified Langmuir probes in a linear vacuum vessel. The localised complex structures grow axially into visibly
glowing coaxial formations along with structural changes in MDL formations, on increasing the applied voltage
in nitrogen plasma at 0.1 mbar pressure. The discharge gradually expands to fill up the entire vessel through
redistribution of energetic charged particles and formation of multiple sheaths on increasing the applied voltage
across the electrodes. The present experimental study reveals interesting information about the formation of the
sheath, stability of the plasma sheath and charged particle dynamics during the discharge transformations. The paper
relates the plasma parameter variations with the nonlinear time series analysis of the discharge current and floating
potential fluctuations through the reconstructed phase space in different discharge domains to analyse the dynamics
of MDL formations and harmonic generation through sheath oscillations during the hollow cathode discharge
regimes. The radial motion of the charged particles during the glow discharge between the semi-transparent gridded
cylindrical cathode and the central anode might be useful for a better understanding of the underlying basic sheath
physics related to particle acceleration in plasma as well as application in plasma sputtering.
Keywords. Multiple double layers; hollow cathode discharge; sheath oscillations; Langmuir probe.
PACS Nos 52.80.Vp; 52.40.Kh; 52.70.Ds; 52.50.Dg; 52.35.Mw

1. Introduction
The plasma sheath formation in DC has profound relevance to the formation of complex potential structures
during glow discharge operations [1]. Plasma, subjected
to constraints like the localised electric field, magnetic
field or any other disruption that affects the local thermodynamic equilibrium, results in the formation of complex structures during the discharge regime [1,2]. The
study of multiple double layer (MDL) structures such as
fireball [1], fire tube [3], fire rod [4], plasma bubble [5,6]
remains the topic of recent investigations. Such peculiar structure formations in the plasma occur through
different manifestations of the complex space charge
and potential structure configurations. However, complex double layer (DL) formations [3,7,8] have remained
a subject of great interest as they are prone to a host
of plasma instabilities [9,10] through counter-streaming
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charged particles, resulting in nonlinear plasma oscillations [11]. Moreover, versatile applications of such
complex structural formations in plasma propulsion,
plasma fusion machines, understanding of space plasmas, magnetron discharges, plasma accelerator, plasma
sputtering and glow discharge plasmas [12–18] have
revived the interest of researchers in such complex
phenomena. Most of the earlier experimental investigations on the MDL formations and associated instabilities
have been carried out by implementing closed semitransparent mesh structures in ambient plasmas [19,20].
Stenzel et al [21] investigated the behaviour of inverted
fireball using a stainless steel (SS) mesh electrode to
study high frequency (∼ MHz) transit time instabilities through the trapping of charged particles inside a
spherical transparent grid-type configuration in the presence of an ambient plasma. Stenzel et al [22] employed
a semi-transparent mesh to investigate high-frequency
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sheath plasma instabilities through the formation of pulsating fireballs in a glow discharge regime inside an
ambient plasma. A semi-transparent gridded cathode
with a small hole has been used by Teodorescu-Soare
et al [23] to investigate various non-linear phenomena
in complex space-charge formations inside and around
the cathode. Chauhan et al [24] reported the discharge
mode transitions observed in a magnetically constricted
anode device consisting of many permanent magnets.
Apart from the discharge voltage, such transitions are
also reported to be pressure-dependent [25].
A gridded hollow cathode plasma source designed
and employed in the glow discharge operational regime
introduces a divergent electric field inside the plasma
source through the difference between the lengths of
the anode and the cathode [26]. With the progressively
applied electrode voltage (VA ), the plasma source triggers two distinctly different modes of discharge. The
diverging electric field leads to initial formations of
localised complex structures near the plasma source
that later expands to fill the rest of the vacuum vessel
with progressive VA , beyond a critical value. During
the low voltage operational regime (regime I) in the
present study, localised MDL structures appear around
the anode near the hollow cathode source opening.
On increasing the applied electrode voltage, the initial
sheath formation around the anode gradually transforms
into concentric bright shells attached to the anode. The
floating potential and density measurements reveal concomitant abrupt potential and density jumps, essentially
indicating the possible onset of instability at the initiation of the discharge [3]. Beyond a critical applied
voltage, the plasma expands to occupy the whole space
inside the vessel during the high voltage operational
regime (regime II). Moreover, no visible sheath formations occur near the vacuum vessel wall during the
initiation of discharge in regime I, and the associated
discharge parameters during the formations of MDL
structures are in stark difference with those measured
in discharge regime II. Sheath formation occurs around
the anode through abrupt current excursions other than
that provided by the regular electron motion between the
electrodes [7]. Parametric study of both the discharge
regimes provides a better understanding of the conducive conditions for the MDL formations through the
redistribution of energetic particles during the discharge
transformations. The Langmuir probe measurements
exhibit oscillations in floating potential (Vf ) and density
signals that indicate sheath dynamics of such complex
structures in the plasma. The present report also focusses
on the generation of energetic charged particles through
trapping in MDL formations that later drift towards the
vessel wall during the expansion of glow discharge in
regime II. It is to be noted here that complex MDL
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structure formations are observed in the present study
in the absence of any external constraints such as an
ambient plasma source as well as any external magnetic
field constraint, unlike most of the earlier investigations
carried out by biasing an electrode immersed in ambient plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium. The present
report emphasises on the localised complex sheath structure formations possibly through an instability, followed
by discharge transformation through the redistribution
of energetic particles inside the vacuum vessel during
the expanding DC glow discharge, thus, differentiating
the features of the present report in many ways from the
earlier studies.
The paper is organised as follows: §2 presents the
experimental set-up and diagnostics used for this investigation. Section 3 focusses on the discharge characterisation and energetic charged particle generation during
the MDL formations and the potential relaxation oscillations through experimental investigations. The main
results are summarised in §4.

2. Experimental set-up and diagnostics
The experimental set-up consists of a linear cylindrical
SS vacuum vessel of 40 cm length and 19 cm diameter,
evacuated using a rotary pump attached to it, as shown
in figure 1. The base pressure of 0.001 mbar is regularly
attained and then nitrogen gas flows inside continuously
at an optimised gas pressure of ∼0.1 mbar throughout the experiment. The gas inlet close to the plasma
source supplies enough neutrals to sustain the discharge.
A coaxial cylindrical source is placed inside the vessel
to generate plasma mostly in continuous mode of discharge. The hollow cathode source consists of a central
rod of ∼7 cm length and ∼8 mm diameter, coaxially
surrounded by a thin cylindrical SS semi-transparent
mesh of ∼5 cm diameter, ∼15 cm length with a coarse
mesh spacing of ∼4 mm. The central electrode is biased
as the anode and the outer mesh is biased as the cathode while both connect to the DC power supply via the
current limiting resistors, RA ≈ 470  and RC ≈ 150
 respectively, as depicted in figure 1. The high voltage pulsed DC power supply biases the electrodes up
to 1 kV/2 A. The anode discharge current is measured
across the limiting resistor RA (≈ 470 V). Owing to
the asymmetric lengths of the electrodes of the hollow
cathode source, a spatially non-uniform electric field is
generated inside the plasma source, as shown in figure 1.
Divergent flux line distribution near the source opening
results in the initial drift of the charged particles, mainly
electrons, predominantly along the axial direction [27].
The plasma source operates in both continuous as well
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as in pulsed mode to study the desired discharge parameters in requisite conditions.
The Langmuir probes, used during the experiments to
investigate the parametric behaviour of the discharge,
consist of tungsten tips of ∼ 4 mm length and ∼ 0.5 mm
diameter [28,29]. The radius of the probe sheath [28,29]
is calculated using the formula
3/4

Sr =

500Ve

3/4

n e 1/2 Te

,

(1)

where Te denotes the electron temperature, Ve denotes
the probe biased voltage by the external power supply
and n e is the electron density. The ratio Sr /Pr  3
in the present operational regime signifies a negligible
sheath effect during the present experimental regime.
The Langmuir probe is biased using a floating DC
power supply to obtain the characteristic current (I )–
voltage (V ) profile. The electron drift over the I –V
trace, due to sheath oscillations, may cause its deviation from the Maxwellian distribution function [28,29].
Therefore, a modified Langmuir probe is used that renders the floating potential variation identical to that
of plasma potential variation by reducing the plasma
electron saturation current [28–30]. This technique is
implemented by introducing a floating electrode around
the probe tip to maintain the ratio Sr /Pr  3 [28,29].
Another modified probe is a high-impedance Langmuir
probe whose tip is connected to an RC filter circuit
of 10 k resistance and 1000 pf capacitance which
measures the variations in plasma potential and density. The high impedance across the probe tip reduces
the effect of potential oscillation measured by the electric probe. Although in the case of Maxwellian plasma,
floating potential variations are analogous to the plasma
potential variations, the floating potential measurements
do not quantify the exact change in the local plasma
potential [30]. Concomitant variations of plasma potential, floating potential, discharge current and density
suggest corresponding complex structure dynamics in
the present study. To study the temporal evolution of
discharge and to establish the nature of discharge characteristics, some parts of the present experiments are
also done in discrete pulsed mode. Moreover, the complete temporal signature of the discharge is also vital
to obtain information on any instability triggered during the experiment. As the discharge triggers through
a potential overshoot, all the plasma parameter measurements are carried out during the stable regime of
discharge that follows the transient (overshoot) regime.
Langmuir probe arrays are also used to measure the
radial and axial parameter profiles during the discharge.
The electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is
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obtained through the Druyvesteyn method [31] keeping proper attention on the probe technique for accurate
measurement. According to the Druyvesteyn method,
EEDF can be obtained through the second-order derivative of probe I –V characteristics using the formula [32]
e2 S p
d 2 Ie
(2)
=
√ f (ε),
dV 2
2 2
where S p is the probe collecting area and f (ε) is the distribution function. The Langmuir probe is small enough
so as not to affect the discharge current, energy balance and ionisation characteristics of the surrounding
plasma. As it provides the electronic energy distribution, to maintain the Druyvesteyn condition, the ratio of
Debye length (λD ) to the electron mean free path (λe )
should be such that λD /λe < 1 and also the ratio of probe
radius (Pr ) to the electron mean free path (λe ) must be
Pr /λe < 1. Fulfillment of this condition ensures that
the diffusion of electrons from the bulk plasma compensates for the collection of electrons on the Langmuir
probe. It also prevents the depletion of plasma density
near the probe surface, further ensuring no distortion
in the EEDF profile on the low-energy part [24]. A
four-channel MDO3054 Tektronix oscilloscope with a
bandwidth of 500 MHz is employed to obtain the probe
signals.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Discharge characteristics
The initial breakdown occurs at ∼411 V at an operating gas pressure of 0.1 mbar. Initially, highly localised
plasma forms inside the plasma source, possibly due
to the unavailability of sufficient electrons for ionisation [33]. Localised plasma forms with cylindrical
luminous structures near and inside the mesh with
progressively increasing applied voltage during the discharge, as shown in figure 2a. On increasing the applied
voltage across the electrodes (VA ), the localised glow
enhances due to higher ionisation caused by a large flux
of electrons reaching the central electrode. On further
increasing VA across the plasma source, a faint glowing
layer appears near the vessel wall, as shown in figure 2d.
During the breakdown, the discharge process initiates
through an overshoot in the floating potential followed
by a relatively stable state, as shown in figure 3. The
spatial variations of plasma parameters, such as density,
temperature and floating potential, are measured during
this stable discharge regime using the modified Langmuir probe positioned near the open end of the plasma
source unless stated otherwise. The steep rise in potential indicates the possibility of the onset of instability in
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the cylindrical vacuum system used for the experimental study of MDL formations and discharge
transformations. The divergence of the electric field near the axial opening is also illustrated in the coaxial plasma source. (b)
The schematic of scaled experimental set-up used for the diagnostic purpose. All the experimental measurements are done
with respect to B(0, 0) at the centre of the mesh opening.

the present operational regime. By varying VA , the discharge evolves and ultimately expands into the whole
vessel beyond a critical value. The central electrode
being smaller in length than the outer coaxial gridded
electrode in the plasma source, such a source creates a
diverging electric field [3] that helps in the initial electron acceleration in the axial direction, as depicted in
figure 1. The local charge imbalance due to the sudden
electron drift affects the charge neutrality inside the hollow cathode discharge, causing a plasma potential surge
resulting in massive ion sheath formations [3]. During
the breakdown, the initial potential gradient formation
near the hollow cathode opening facilitates the subsequent multiple ion sheath formations that later modify
into sheath structures around the anode, as shown in
figure 2a. The formation strongly resembles the ‘Fire
Tube’ structure formation during capacitively coupled
RF plasma generation using a similar plasma source
[27]. During the experiment, the gas inlet placed close
to the plasma source continuously supplies sufficient
neutrals to sustain the breakdown. The variation of discharge current (IC ) with respect to anode voltage (VA ),
shown in figure 4, clearly shows a hysteresis-like structure denoted by A, B, C, D, E and F in figure 4.

The discharge is initiated at VA = 411.5 V and IC =
17.4 mA, corresponding to point B in the discharge characteristics (shown in figure 4). During voltage reversal
from point F, the plasma expanse and luminosity gradually decrease as the discharge localises into a blob
shape structure appearing at point A. Remarkably, during voltage reversal, the discharge stops at point A at
lesser magnitudes of IC and VA compared to the initiation of the discharge at point B. The IC –VA hysteresis
is obtained in the voltage range (320–650) V while the
discharge current varies in the range (17.4–97.9) mA.
Figure 4 essentially suggests two distinctly different
discharge regimes are separated because of the applied
voltage as regime I for VA ∼ (320–510) V and regime II
for VA ∼ (520–650) V. The variations of floating potential on different locations, with the applied voltage, are
shown in figure 5. It is to be noted here that all the floating potential measurements depicted in figure 5 are done
during the stable state of the breakdown, which follows
the potential overshoot. The floating potential (Vf ) variations show that slopes of the profiles are steeper within
the power range (450–510) V as Vf varies rapidly in this
regime. Comparison between figures 4 and 5 suggests a
phenomenological change in the discharge characteristics revealed through the discharge current and floating
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Figure 2. Images of MDL evolution and transformation through different discharge modes with the discharge voltage variation. Images depict the corresponding mode of discharge for the respective VA ranges. (a) regime I (330–420) V, (b) regime
I (420–455) V, (c) regime I (455–505) V, (d) regime II (510–570) V, (e) regime II (580–640) V, at constant nitrogen pressure
(0.1 mbar).

potential variations in the regime VA ∼ (450–510) V. It
is to be noted here that similar abrupt Vf variations have
also been observed during the capacitively coupled RF
discharge using a similar plasma source [3]. Such variations indicate the geometrical dependence of complex
structure formations during plasma formation, irrespective of DC or RF operational regime [1,4,5].
3.2 Complex structure formations
During the low voltage operations (regime I), two probes
are placed inside the layers of visibly different intensities, and the third probe is placed outside the sheath,

in front of the plasma source, and measure the floating
potential variations to investigate the complex structure
formations. These different axial locations are denoted
as P1 inside the middle layer, P2 inside the outer
layer and P3 outside the complex layers, as depicted
in figure 6a. Comparison of floating potential obtained
inside the middle layer and the outer layer with that
obtained outside the complex structure formations are
represented as P13, P23 and P33, which denotes the difference in floating potential with respect to P3, such
that P13 = P1 − P3, P23 = P2 − P3 and P33 =
P3 − P3 respectively. Figures 6b and 6c depict the
measurement of floating potential while increasing the
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Figure 3. Floating potential signal recorded at 450 V with
pulse discharge mode, at a constant gas pressure of 0.1 mbar
near the centre of the mesh opening, mentioned as point B in
figure 1b.

Figure 4. Discharge current–voltage hysteresis obtained
during the discharge transition from the localised regime I
(300–505 V) inside the plasma source to the expanded regime
II (510–650 V) in which plasma occupying the rest of the volume of the vacuum vessel, at a constant nitrogen pressure of
∼ 0.1 mbar.

anode voltage and then during anode voltage reversal
respectively, at constant pressure (∼ 0.1mbar). Optimised pressure is fixed through a comparison between
similar measurements done at a reduced gas pressure
(∼ 0.08 mbar) regime, (see figures 6d and 6e). The
floating potentials on the probes P1 and P2 are higher
than the probe placed outside the visible complex structures. Although the floating potential on the outer layer
initially remains slightly higher than the middle layer,
the floating potential on P1 soon exceeds that measured
on P2 on increasing the anode voltage (depicted in figure 6b). Thus, significant charge variation takes place on
varying VA , indicating relative space potential variation.
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Figure 5. Floating potential variation with discharge voltage, measured by the Langmuir probe placed near the inner
edge of the mesh () at point A as mentioned in figure 1b,
near the centre of mesh opening () at point B of figure 1b
and 1 cm radially away from the outer mesh surface (•) at
point C of figure 1b.

The potential variation, in turn, creates luminous complex structures inside the mesh, as shown in figure 2a.
On further increasing VA , the localised multiple complex structures collapse into a single complex structure
for VA ≈ 460 V, as shown in figure 2c. Figure 6a also
reveals that with a further variation of anode voltage
(VA ≥ 510 V), the localised plasma expands into the
whole vessel through a steep rise in the relative floating
potential variations, and then the difference turns gradually small (shown in figure 6a). Visually, as the complex
structures inside the plasma source coalesce on increasing the anode voltage, the relative difference between
the floating potentials on three probes becomes smaller,
as shown in figure 2d. The same trend is observed during the relative floating potential measurements carried
out while decreasing the anode voltage, as shown in figure 6c. The abrupt jump in relative floating potential
at VA ∼ 580 V suggests the appearance of the structure shown in figure 2d. Onapplication of higher VA
in regime II, the trapped charged particles in the complex structures drift towards the wall while the localised
potential structures disappear, followed by a bright uniform glow inside the vessel, as shown in figures 2d and
2e. The potential profiles, depicted in figure 6, essentially suggest that the potential inhomogeneity due to the
variation of charge localisation during regime I disappears in regime II to reappear in the whole vessel volume
through redistribution of energetic charged particles.
Although no significant difference in discharge phenomena results on comparing the relative floating potential
measurements at operating pressure 0.1 mbar and 0.08
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mbar, shown in figure 6, the discharge turns quite unstable for plasma parameter measurements below 0.08
mbar and above 0.1 mbar gas pressures. So, operating
gas pressure of ∼ 0.1 mbar remains the optimised pressure for all the relevant measurements.
During the initiation of discharge, highly localised
plasma is formed inside the plasma source, possibly
due to the scarcity of sufficient electrons for ionisation [31], and a visibly distinct fire rod like structure
forms around the central electrode of the plasma source,
as shown in figure 2a. On increasing VA , the luminosity and expanse of discharge increase through multiple
layer formations near the source opening, as depicted in
figures 2a–2c. Visibly distinct complex layer formation
around the cathode mesh slowly detaches from the mesh
surface while a new layer reappears in the place of the
earlier one at VA ≥ 510 V, as shown in figures 2d and 2e.
The multiple glowing structures observed in the present
discharge regime are quite similar to the firetube structures observed during the RF discharge regime using
a similar plasma source [3]. However, the mechanism
of power dissipation in the present operational regime
is quite different from the RF discharge regime, which
may be the reason for the low luminosity of the complex structures in the present discharge regime [3,26].
The potential oscillations and space constraints inside
the plasma source restrict the implementation of the
hot probe technique as it perturbs the local potential
distribution. To reduce the error in potential measurements, a modified high impedance Langmuir probe is
used to reduce the plasma electron saturation current
[29,30]. This technique is implemented by adding a high
impedance RC circuit near the probe tip, inside a coaxial
metal shield above the probe tip [30] while maintaining
the desired ratio of sheath thickness around the probe tip
to the probe radius [33], as per eq. (1). The typical I –V
traces from the Langmuir probe and the axial variation
of plasma potential obtained thereby at VA ∼ 400 V are
measured with respect to point B (figure 1b), as shown
in figures 7a and 7b respectively. The plasma potential
is obtained using the Druyvesteyn method as the maximum potential value of the first derivative of the probe
I –V plot [37]. The typical I –V traces along with the
axial variations of plasma potential are presented in figures 8a and 8b when VA ∼ 530 V in regime II. The axial
variations of the potential, shown in figures 7b and 8b,
depict multiple abrupt variations that essentially suggest
multiple complex structure formations, as indicated by
the relative floating potential measurements depicted in
figure 6. It is worth mentioning here that the divergence
of the electric field inside the hollow cathode source significantly reduces the area available for discharge inside
the plasma source, simultaneously providing the pathway for the initial expansion of the discharge. Although
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the potential distribution governs repeated formations
of multiple localised complex sheaths, the phenomena observed in the present DC discharge regime are
in contrast with the trapping of charged particles and
formations of complex structures in the presence of multiple periods of RF cycles [34]. Owing to the lower
mobility, ions play an important role in the formation
of sheaths that in turn control the electron drift. During the initiation of discharge, electrons accelerate from
the gridded cathode surface towards the central anode.
The excitation and ionisation gradually increase with the
applied anode voltage resulting in the appearance of a
luminous sheath around the anode. The electrons accumulate around the anode in the form of a space charge
layer [32]. So, the electrons drift axially along the divergent field lines (figure 1a) leaving behind the massive
ions. Such rapid loss of electrons results in ion accumulation near the anode in the form of localised ion sheaths
during the discharge. The steep rise in plasma potential minimises the local electron loss by de-accelerating
the electrons near the plasma source to maintain the
quasineutrality of plasma. The spatial separation of
charges leads to spatial variation of plasma potential
and the formation of complex structures around the
anode. Complex sheath structures form around the central electrode and gradually detach from the electrode to
reorganise into multiple complex structures on increasing the applied anode voltage. The reorganisation of
multiple double-layer formations with applied voltage
is evident from the phase-space trajectory obtained from
the discharge current fluctuations (see figure 9). The
discharge phenomena initially manifest localised multiple complex structures near the hollow cathode source
opening along with the indication of overlapping of
multiple states in phase-space trajectory, as shown in
figure 9a. On increasing the applied voltage, reorganisation of complex structures and detachment of multiple
layers take place, as suggested by the subsequent phase
trajectory evolution. The reorganisation and reduction of
layers indicate the corresponding changes in phase trajectory, as shown in figure 9b. The characteristic sheath
oscillation frequency (∼100 kHz) and its harmonics are
observed in the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of
the discharge current fluctuations in discharge regime
I, as shown in figures 9e and 9f. Further increase in
VA results in complex structure deformations followed
by a reorganisation of the structures by changing the
phase-space trajectory formations. Ultimately, a single
blob-shaped structure appears with multiple excursions
in the phase-space trajectory (see figures 9c and 2d).
The evolution of phase-space trajectories with applied
voltage and layer reorganisation in complex structures
indicate the existence of SOC-like nonlinear phenomena
in the discharge.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6. Comparison of floating potential variation using multiple Langmuir probes P1, P2 and P3, such that P13 ()
indicates (P1−P3), P23 (•) indicates (P2−P3) and P33 () indicates (P3−P3), for (a) experimental set-up mentioning the
positions of probes P1, P2 and P3. (b) Increasing the anode voltage, at a constant gas pressure of 0.1 mbar, (c) decreasing the
anode voltage at a constant gas pressure of 0.1 mbar, (d) increasing the anode voltage at a constant gas pressure of 0.08 mbar
and (e) decreasing the anode voltage at a constant gas pressure of 0.08 mbar.

The electron temperature, measured by the modified
Langmuir probe on different locations, varies within the
range (3–5) eV during the discharge. During operational
regime I, the typical density remains ∼ 4.2 × 109 cm−3
at the centre of the mesh opening for VA = 370 V.
The density remains maximum near the hollow cathode source and then decreases in steps along the axial
direction, as depicted in figure 10a, which is obvious

for the present scenario of inhomogeneous distribution
of charged particles in the form of multiple complex
layers, as depicted in figures 2a and 2b. The density
abruptly decreases from maximum value along the axial
distance in front of the hollow cathode source in discharge regime II, as shown in figure 10b. The axial and
radial floating potential profiles are also measured using
movable arrays of Langmuir probes during different
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(b)

Figure 7. (a) I –V measurement at 400 V in discharge regime I along the axial position and (b) plasma potential measurement
in the axial direction at 400 V in discharge regime I measured at a constant gas pressure of 0.1 mbar.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) I –V measurement at 530 V in discharge regime II along the axial position and (b) plasma potential measurement
in the axial direction at 530 V in discharge regime II measured at a constant gas pressure of 0.1 mbar.

modes of discharge. The plasma potential and density
measurements in discharge regime I suggest trapping
of considerable charged particles within the localised
complex structure formations near the central electrode
that gradually expand axially along the plasma source.
The floating potential is the highest near the mesh opening and gradually decreases while moving the probe
through the complex structures along the axial direction, as shown in figure 11. The radial measurements
of floating potential indicate the highest potential near
the centre of the hollow cathode source and decrease
radially. When the discharge current is within the range
of (4.32–36.8) mA, the radial excursion of fast-moving
electrons is restricted by the significant reverse electric field developed between the slow massive ions and

electrons. The coarse mesh spacing is ∼ 4 mm and
the estimated Debye length (λD ) varies within (0.32–
0.055) mm during the glow discharge in regime II as
shown in figure 12. So, the coarse mesh spacing is too
large to form an equipotential surface [20,21]. The initial potential jump, as observed in the floating potential
signal in figure 3, also indicates higher ionisation due
to the accumulation of more ions in front of the mesh.
Thus, the spatial non-uniform potential and electric field
associated with the coarse mesh spacing stabilise the
system by restricting the electronic motion. The formation of ion sheath near the central electrode restricts
the radial drift of electrons through the mesh surface
to maintain quasineutrality inside the plasma source.
The massive ions lag behind the electrons resulting in
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(f)

Figure 9. Different stages of phase-space evolution with applied voltage at (a) 400 V, (b) 430 V, (c) 460 V, (d) 505 V, (e)
typical discharge current fluctuation in regime I and (f) FFT of (e).

the formation of local complex MDL structures, axially
elongated along the plasma source, as shown in figure 2b. It is to be noted here that both the axial and radial
floating potential measurements comply with the corresponding plasma potential and density measurements,
as shown in figures 11 and 7b. Both the density gradient
and potential gradient measurements suggest significant
trapping of charged particles near the open end of the
source. Such localised accumulations of charges on various axial locations lead to space charge variations that
result in the formation of MDL structures, which are
highly dense and luminous near the central region of
the plasma source.
On further increasing VA beyond the critical voltage
(∼ 510 V), higher discharge current results in a corresponding change in the Debye length (see figure 12).
The temporal properties of the MDL formations depend
on the sheath potential established near the surface of
the electrodes (especially the mesh), which depends on
the initial density [3,27]. During the discharge regime II,

the density rises along with the expansion of the plasma
and the localised MDL structures gradually reappear
around the mesh surface, as shown in figures 2d and 2e.
Figure 10b shows that the electron density decreases
gradually with the axial distance. With the onset of
higher VA (> 500 V), the plasma expands into the whole
vessel with higher density resulting in a corresponding change in the estimated Debye length, as observed
in figure 12. The trapped charged particles inside the
localised MDL structures gain energy from the electric
field on increasing VA , which causes the outer MDL
formation to gradually disappear while releasing the
trapped energetic charged particles that drift towards
the walls. The corresponding floating potential configuration in figure 13b shows high potential near the mesh
surface corresponding to high plasma potential. Higher
plasma potential along with higher floating potential
near the mesh surface suggests the expansion of ion
sheaths near the mesh surface during a high VA regime.
As the density increases during discharge regime II,
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(b)

Figure 10. Density measurements during discharge at a constant working pressure of 0.1 mbar with respect to point B as
mentioned in figure 1b. (a) Axial measurement from the mesh opening at regime I and (b) axial measurement from the mesh
opening at regime II.

Figure 11. Contour plots of the floating potential profiles
measured at VA ∼ 400 V, measured at a constant gas pressure
of 0.1 mbar. The measurements are done with respect to point
B as mentioned in figure 1b.

Figure 12. Variation of estimated Debye length () and collision frequency (•) with the applied anode voltage.

the energetic charged particles drift radially through the
mesh spacing towards the wall [35]. However, the cylindrical ionic sheath formation near the cathode surface
restricts the radial drift of higher energetic electrons to
maintain quasineutrality, resulting in slowing down the
radial drift of energetic electrons towards the vessel
wall. On increasing VA to ∼ 600 V, floating potential further increases on account of more ionisation, as
shown in figure 13b (supported by the visual observation shown in figure 2e). Due to the formation of ion
sheaths inside the hollow cathode source during higher
VA operation, the gridded cathode turns into a ‘virtual
anode’ [5] while the ions largely govern the electron
drift.
The electron energy distribution function (EEDF)
measured during both the discharge regimes reveals the
equilibrium between the energy gained by the energetic
electrons from the electric field and its redistribution in
the bulk plasma through collisions [31]. The charged
particles initially follow the non-uniform electric field
near the plasma source opening due to its geometrical
asymmetry (figure 1) resulting in trapping of charges
in the form of local MDL formations during regime
I, as shown in figure 2b. Figures 10 and 11a indicate
the presence of a significant amount of non-thermal
charged species in the discharge. So, a significant
amount of energetic charged particles is generated by
the absorption of energy from the diverging field during the localised MDL formations through the trapping
of electrons inside these consecutive MDL formations
[36]. The modified Langmuir probe is placed inside the
outermost MDL formation in the case of low applied
discharge voltage to minimally perturb the localised
structures, as shown in figure 3b. The EEDF profiles,
obtained from the second derivative of the typical I –
V traces measured using the modified Langmuir probe,
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suggest the presence of a significant population of energetic electrons during both regimes (I & II) of discharge
[31]. Comparative study of the EEDF profiles obtained
during different operational regimes are depicted in figures 14a and 14b. Figure 14a reveals the presence of two
distinct groups of energetic electrons in the lower power
operational regime. Initially, the energy of trapped electrons is not sufficient to overcome the potential barrier
formed by the MDL structures during discharge regime
I, and the EEDF remains almost the same over a range
of discharge current specified for regime I. On increasing VA during discharge regime II, the MDL formations
break and coalesce with the preceding layer, releasing
the trapped energetic electrons moving towards the wall.
Moreover, during regime II the discharge characteristics significantly change through the expansion from the
localised phenomena to global phenomena resulting in
a significant change in the EEDF profile, as shown in
figure 14b. It is to be noted that during the discharge transition, the localised MDL structure formations inside
the plasma source expand and release a large number of
energetic electrons in the system, as supported by the
significant rise in density as well. Most of these energetic electrons drift towards the wall and participate in
further ionisation that increases the density in discharge
regime II. So, this part of the discharge transition essentially consists of the redistribution of energy in the bulk
plasma as well as non-thermal population, as depicted in
figure 14b. The transport of energetic charged particles
from the bulk plasma to the non-thermal part during
regime II of the discharge is revealed in figure 13b,
which indicates possible electron acceleration through
the formation and collapse of MDL structures in the
present system. Thus, the two modes are distinctly different in terms of non-thermal electron population as
well. The variations of floating potential during discharge transformation, depicted in figures 11, 13a and
13b also suggest the significant role of energetic electrons in the formation of sheaths near the vessel wall
during the high VA discharge regime. So, considering the
localised MDL formations, quasistationary ion sheath
generation during the present low power experiments,
and keeping the redistribution of energetic electrons during discharge mode transitions in view, the Druyvesteyn
method of EEDF measurement remains the most suitable and reliable method to diagnose the non-thermal
population [36,37].
Skewness is the statistical measure of the degree of
asymmetry present in the distribution about the mean
value. Skewness and kurtosis are very effective tools to
investigate the complexity in any signal data [38]. The
skewness can be estimated for a time series distribution
using the following relation between the time series data
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(x), mean of x(μ), the standard deviation (δ) and the
expected value of the quantity (E), as

 
x −μ 3
.
(3)
S=E
δ
On the other hand, kurtosis defines the sharpness, flatness, or peakiness of distribution around the mean data.
Higher kurtosis value implies sharpness of the distribution whereas, for normal distribution, the estimated
kurtosis remains 3. The kurtosis can be estimated for a
time series distribution using the following relation as

 
x −μ 4
k=E
.
(4)
δ
Figure 15a shows the variation of skewness value
by changing VA . The skewness remains always zero
for normal Gaussian distribution. The skewness measures the degree of asymmetry in distribution function
as the Maxwellian distribution shifts towards the biMaxwellian distribution function in the presence of
non-thermal charged particles. As the discharge initiates through MDL formations, the skewness attains
negative values. The floating potential analysis shows
that skewness changes from −0.11 at VA ∼ 315 V and
gradually changes with progressively increasing applied
voltage to −0.87 at VA ∼ 384 V. The charge distribution changes on changing VA and the self-organisation
character of the system evolves. The change of distribution reflects through changing skewness and kurtosis.
A further change in VA results in the gradual increase
of skewness from negative to positive with periodic
behaviour of floating potential. In the critical state, the
skewness becomes highly positive due to a change in distribution into expanding state of discharge. The kurtosis
measures the sharpness of distribution. Higher value of
kurtosis indicates the sharpness of the distribution. Figure 15b shows the change of kurtosis value for different
values of VA . Initially, the kurtosis starts with a lower
value of 0.32 at 315 V during regime I when distinct
MDL forms inside the source. The initial lower kurtosis value indicates a broader base and a less distinct
peak of distribution as it becomes very less for VA ∼
350 V. As VA increases, kurtosis gradually increases
to the highest value with a sharp distribution peak
and narrow base. During the present investigation, the
skewness increases from a negative to a positive value
indicating the corresponding change in distribution in
various states of self-organisation phenomena,and ultimately the distribution changes to a critical state of
high skewness with the sharp peak as observed from the
kurtosis.
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(b)

Figure 13. Contour plots of the floating potential profiles measured in operational regime II of discharge for (a) VA ∼ 530 V
and (b) VA ∼ 600 V, at a constant gas pressure of ∼ 0.1 mbar. The measurements are done with respect to point B as shown
in figure 1b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. The electron energy distributions, obtained from the I –V traces using the modified Langmuir probe placed near
the plasma source opening, measured at a constant gas pressure of 0.1 mbar in the (a) discharge regime I and (b) discharge
regime II.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. (a) Variation of skewness value with the applied voltage and (b) variation of kurtosis value with the applied
voltage.
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4. Conclusion
The present report on the formation and study of
dynamics of MDL structures using a hollow cathode
source describes two distinctly different, but stable
discharge regimes that evolve with the applied anode
potential. Unlike the earlier investigations on MDL
formations, the present experimental set-up is devoid
of any additional ambient plasma source as well as
any externally applied magnetic field. The mesh-type
hollow cathode source, developed and used here, generates a spatially non-uniform electric field near the
open end of the source on applying external driving
voltage, owing to its geometrical asymmetry. During
discharge regime I, localised complex MDL structures
form inside the source, near the opening of the hollow cathode source. The spatial potential variations and
density measurements in both regimes also indicate the
inhomogeneous charge distribution. The spatial variations of plasma potential, density, floating potential and
relative potential strongly suggest localised MDL formations near the source during the discharge regime I
and redistribution of MDL structures followed by the
expansion of discharge through complex layer formations near the vessel wall during regime II. Moreover,
the phase-space trajectory with changing applied voltage indicates the reorganisation of charge particles in
the discharge regime I, indicating a strong possibility of
self-organised criticality during discharge, which needs
further investigation. During applied voltage reversal,
expanded complex structure formations near the wall
revert to localised MDL structure formations suggesting a common physical mechanism present at the origin
of MDL formations during the discharge. The transition
between discharge regime I and regime II is accompanied by energy gain by the charged particles that are later
released in the system as energetic charged particles, as
indicated by the hysteresis. The same is evident from
the EEDF profiles during different discharge regimes
and the corresponding skewness confirms the presence of energetic charged particles as the distribution
function shifts towards the bi-Maxewillian distribution
function. The steep rise in potential indicates the possibility of sheath-plasma instability being driven in the
system during the initiation of discharge, followed by
a possible sheath oscillations. This part needs further
detailed nonlinear parametric analysis in different discharge regimes. The present parametric study of MDL
dynamics is very helpful to understand the energy gain
by charged particles through trapping and the role of ion
sheath formations in the spatial organisation of charged
particles observed using a simple plasma source in a
simpler experimental arrangement devoid of external
constraints. However, the present observations demand
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further investigations using different geometrical configurations. The present scheme and mechanism will be
helpful to understand the controlled accelerated motion
of charged particles and further advancement of research
on plasma-based accelerators, plasma propulsion system, plasma sputtering and also in the advancement of
thin-film science.
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